Introduction {#S1}
============

Many of the distinctions made between probabilistic and deterministic linkage are misleading. This seems to be largely because of misinterpretation of the 'match weights' that lie at the heart of the method first formalised by Fellegi and Sunter ([@R1]). There are some important differences between the procedures, but these bear little relation to the distinctions frequently drawn. Adoption of probabilistic linkage has been haphazard, with some data linkers-often from research backgrounds-promoting probabilistic techniques, while others-often government service providers-have been more hesitant. Service provision and research are very different applications of linked data and can require different outputs. In this article we aim to explain how the outputs of either approach can be tailored to suit the intended application, but also to highlight the ways in which probabilistic linkage is generally more flexible, more powerful and more informed by the data.

While there are settings in which a simpler, deterministic approach to linkage can be sufficient, and there are settings in which the standard assumptions used to generate match weights may not be appropriate ([@R2]), there are generally no settings in which the quality of a deterministic linkage cannot be equalled or exceeded by a well-designed probabilistic linkage. Reluctance against implementing probabilistic linkage and poor understanding of how each procedure can be tailored to the application therefore undermine the quality of data linkage and the services and research that rely on it.

Some analysts have attempted to draw empirical comparisons of probabilistic and deterministic linkage ([@R3]--[@R5]) but this is arguably misguided, as the performance of both techniques depends critically on a number of decisions that are made about how each is implemented ([@R6]). This paper aims to improve readers' understanding of how record linkage procedures operate and how they can be tuned and adapted to produce quite similar-or very different-outputs, depending on the objectives of the data linker. To achieve this aim, we present a critical discussion of some common myths and misconceptions about probabilistic linkage and the differences between probabilistic and deterministic linkage. We shall begin with a brief introduction to record linkage techniques. A more detailed introduction to probabilistic record linkage is provided by Sayers, Ben-Shlomo ([@R7]) and a thorough overview by Winkler ([@R8]). An overview of recent developments in data linkage in general is provided in Harron, Goldstein ([@R9]).

Background: Deterministic and probabilistic approaches to record linkage {#S2}
========================================================================

There are many applications for record linkage, with terminologies that have evolved simultaneously in several fields. Data linkage, data matching, record linkage, record matching, merging, entity resolution, deduplication and reidentification can all mean the same thing. The essence of the problem is comparing pairs of records (observations or rows in one or multiple files) to identify whether they relate to the same or different unit of observation (entity, person, etc.). Records are compared using a set of one or more matching variables (identifiers) that are common to both records.

'Deterministic linkage' involves setting decision rules based on agreement on matching variables (e.g. 'records agree on social security number' or '... on first name, surname and date of birth'). Joining tables using a single unique 'key' variable (e.g. NHS or social security number) is the simplest example of deterministic linkage. The problem becomes non trivial, however, when there is no unique linkage key and available matching variables lack uniqueness, contain errors, or are missing. In these settings, multiple decision rules will often be specified and implemented sequentially, usually starting with those that are thought to be least likely to return 'false matches' (links between records belonging to different entities). Less specific rules are then applied, with the aim of detecting more matches but with increasing risk of false matches. When a series of decision rules are applied, the step or 'match rank' at which a link is identified can be used as an indicator of confidence or uncertainty about the link. Selecting and ranking decision rules can be difficult and is often based on the subjective intuition of the linker. This is the main problem that probabilistic linkage aims to address.

'Probabilistic linkage' uses statistical theory to associate each pattern of matching variable agreement with the likelihood that record pairs exhibiting the pattern are a match. It does this using two sets of probabilities: the probability that records agree on each matching variable given that the records truly are a match (the *m*-values) and the probability that they agree if they are truly a nonmatch (the *u*-values). These are transformed and combined into scores ('match weights') corresponding to the likelihood that a record pair is a match. Decisions about linkage are then based on these scores, usually employing thresholds set by the data linker.

Probabilistic linkage can be more complicated than deterministic linkage because of the additional requirement to estimate *m*- and *u*-values (which can be estimated for every matching variable and for every value of every matching variable). It also requires more computing and human resources, mainly because of the need to store and examine match weights. The fundamental distinction between deterministic and probabilistic linkage, though, is that the former is based on rules and the latter on weights or scores. The remainder of this article will now be devoted to explaining why this distinction between rules and scores has little real substance after all (don't stop reading!) and neither do many of the other distinctions that are often drawn. There are, however, some nuanced distinctions that do matter and many important design elements that can be implemented in either approach. These will become clearer as we proceed through the myths and will then be summarised at the end. More detail on deterministic and probabilistic linkage methods and terminology can be found elsewhere ([@R7], [@R10]--[@R12]).

Myths and misconceptions about probabilistic linkage {#S3}
====================================================

Myth: Probabilistic linkage and deterministic linkage are completely distinct methods {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Deterministic linkage classifies record pairs according to decision rules relating to agreement over a set of matching variables. With multiple matching variables, there can be a great many potential patterns of agreement. For example, 'agree-agree-disagree' would be one of eight (2^3^) possible patterns for binary agreement/disagreement on three identifiers; but for ten binary measures of agreement, there are 2^10^ = 1024 possible patterns of agreement. Allowing for partial agreement and missing identifiers significantly increases the number of potential agreement patterns. The task of identifying which decision rules to use in a deterministic procedure therefore becomes increasingly difficult as the number of matching variables increases. Probabilistic linkage is essentially a way of using statistical theory to inform the selection of decision rules. By associating each pattern of agreement with a score, the match weights generated in probabilistic linkage provide a basis for ranking all of the possible decision rules. Once a threshold has been chosen with which to classify probabilistic match weights, the procedure becomes essentially deterministic; record pairs with match weights exceeding the threshold are classified as links and those below the threshold as non-links.

*Truth:* Every possible decision rule that could be specified in deterministic linkage corresponds to a match weight in probabilistic linkage. Every possible match weight threshold that could be specified in probabilistic linkage corresponds to a set of decision rules that could have been specified in deterministic linkage. They are fundamentally equivalent; differences arise in practice because they are implemented in different ways.

Myth: Probabilistic linkage is based on the probability that record pairs are a match {#S5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Arguably 'the one myth that binds them all', this is probably also the most difficult to appreciate. This myth is frequently propagated in the introductions of journal articles; even our own may have misled you. The explanation for this myth may seem nit-picky, but it is nevertheless important for understanding the distinction-or lack thereof-between probabilistic and deterministic linkage.

In theory, match weights vary according to the likelihood that the pair of records belong to the same person. Here lies the crux of the matter: match weights are not likelihoods but rather a score that, if certain assumptions hold, gets bigger when the likelihood of being a match is high, and smaller when it is low. The likelihoods of each pattern being a match are rarely known, and the standard assumption used to generate match weights (that m- and *u*-values are statistically independent) may not hold, meaning that match weights do not always correspond with the likelihood that the pair is a match (for further explanation see Winkler ([@R2]) and for some alternatives that allow for dependence between identifiers, see Goldstein, Harron ([@R13]) or Daggy, Xu ([@R14])).

*Truth:* Match weights are scores that are expected to correlate with the likelihood that a record pair is a match given the observed pattern of agreement. Match weights are not probabilities, though, even when rescaled to fit in the 0-1 probability space. The likelihood that a pair is a match is neither known nor estimated.

Myth: Probabilistic linkage is *intrinsically* imperfect or imprecise {#S6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Because match weights are not actually probabilities, the name probabilistic linkage is itself misleading. The belief that probabilistic linkage is based on probabilities seems to lead some people to infer that there is an inherent degree of error involved (because probabilities are by definition less than perfect). We're not sure when the term *probabilistic* first started being applied to Fellegi and Sunter's method (Jaro ([@R15]) at least helped the term gain traction), but they use it themselves only in a few specific contexts and not as a general label for the theory. While the label is not inaccurate (match weights should at least correlate with likelihood of a pair being a match and the *m*- and *u*-values really are probabilities), we suspect that it has led to a lot of confusion about how the approach actually works. Perhaps there would be less confusion if it were called 'probability scoring'.

Once you appreciate that match weights are not probabilities, and may only be loosely correlated with them, it is relatively easy to imagine situations in which probabilistic linkage could be implemented with zero error. There is nothing to prevent probabilistic techniques being applied with a unique, error-free identifier (match weights would all be either infinite or negative-infinite, but that is not a problem for discrimination). The real value of probabilistic linkage, though, is in extracting the combined discriminatory power from multiple, less-than-perfect or downright crude identifiers-those which are poorly discriminating, such as gender, are not constant or contain large amounts of error. Provided that the identifier inputs have sufficient *combined* discriminatory power, then probabilistic linkage can produce match weights that allow perfect discrimination.

To understand combined discriminatory power, consider three matching variables: name, date of birth and address. None of these is likely to uniquely identify individuals but the combination of all three is very likely to. Variables that have fewer categories, such as gender, are less discriminatory but can still provide some value when combined with other matching variables. It might be relatively easy to specify deterministic rules based on three matching variables but gets more complicated with larger numbers of variables. Harron, Gilbert ([@R16]) demonstrate an initial deterministic linkage using seven matching variables, supplemented by a probabilistic linkage using 23. Most of the additional 16 matching variables contained clinical information with small numbers of categories (e.g. delivery method and gestational age at birth) so were individually poorly discriminating. Combining these variables with the initial seven, however, increased the match rate from 42% to 97% (the match rate is the proportion of records linked, which is only useful when you know how many should; in this case 100% of babies were expected to have a mother).

The combined discriminatory power of matching variables is visualised when data linkers plot the distribution of match weights; high quality matching variables produce well-separated bimodal distributions that support good and feasibly perfect discrimination of matches and non-matches; fewer, poorer quality matching variables produce poorly separated distributions that indicate higher degrees of error at any threshold ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Just as with deterministic linkage, how well probabilistic techniques perform is primarily determined by the quality of the matching variables.

*Truth:* It is possible for probabilistic match weights to facilitate perfect discrimination of matches and non-matches. In both deterministic and probabilistic linkage, whether or not perfect discrimination is possible depends primarily on quality of the matching variables-their uniqueness, errors and missing data.

Myth: Probabilistic linkage produces more false matches \| Deterministic linkage produces more missed matches {#S7}
=============================================================================================================

Record linkage, like medical diagnosis, is a classification problem; the aim is to classify record pairs as either matches or non-matches. Just as there is always a trade-off between false positives and false negatives in any diagnostic screening test, there is also an inescapable trade-off between missed matches and false matches. Reflecting this similarity, the proportion of true matches linked is called the *sensitivity* of linkage and the proportion of non-links that are correctly classified as such is the *specificity*.

The principle output of deterministic linkage is a binary variable, 'meets rule/does not meet rule', or sometimes a 'step' or 'match rank' that indicates which rule was met in a series of rules. The principle output of probabilistic linkage is a score, or match weight. Whether deterministic linkage produces more missed matches or false matches depends on which decision rules were selected; in probabilistic linkage, it depends on where the decision thresholds are set (and potentially how badly the independence assumption is violated, although there is conflicting evidence about this and it is an ongoing topic of research ([@R13], [@R17], [@R18])). Since each decision rule can be associated with a match weight, selecting deterministic rules and setting probabilistic thresholds are fundamentally the same problem, . It is possible to select only decision rules that favour avoiding false matches (e.g. by incorporating larger numbers of matching variables or only highly unique ones), or to include some which favour capturing more true matches (using fewer or less unique matching variables), just as it is possible to set the probabilistic threshold higher or lower. In most cases, for any probabilistic threshold that can be specified, there is an equivalent set of deterministic rules that could have been specified instead.

There are, however, some kernels of truth to this myth; ways in which probabilistic linkage can perform better than deterministic linkage at least in terms of sensitivity and potentially in terms of specificity too. The foremost of these is probably that it is easier to incorporate more matching variables in probabilistic linkage. More matching variables means more power to discriminate between matches and nonmatches (e.g. plot B rather than A in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). There are also at least two ways of measuring agreement on a given matching variable that can generally only be implemented in probabilistic linkage: distance measures, and frequency-based weights.

Distance measures record the degree of partial agreement on an identifier, such as the number of characters that differ or the time between two dates. By accommodating errors or inconsistencies in identifiers, distance measures can improve sensitivity of linkage. There are deterministic procedures for accommodating partial agreement that will be discussed further below, but not for factoring in ordinal or continuous measures of agreement.

Frequency-based weights are an option in probabilistic linkage that allows for higher scores to be given to agreement on rarer values. For example, agreement on the surname 'Smith' might be given a lower weight than agreement on 'Doidge'. While it might be technically feasible to incorporate some type of frequency specification into a set of deterministic rules, it would be prohibitively complex for any high-dimensional identifiers such as names.

While these features of probabilistic linkage can give it an edge over deterministic linkage, the reason for this myth's existence is more likely that they are often implemented in different settings, with different priorities for minimisation of missed and false links. When linkage is being conducted for service provision, false links can be especially harmful (e.g. mixing up people's medical or criminal histories). In these settings, highly specific deterministic rules are often sufficient for minimising false links and they provide a high degree of transparency about the minimum criteria for accepting a link. Conversely, in research settings, some false links may be acceptable if it means capturing a great many more missed links; as long as there are estimates of the rates of linkage error, then it may be possible to adjust for it in analysis of the data. Because of this, deterministic and probabilistic linkage are often implemented in different settings (service provision vs. research) and so are often *designed* with different preferences for the trade-off between false matches and missed matches.

*Truth:* There is always a trade-off between missed links and false links. Both procedures can be tailored towards minimisation of one or the other, or to strike a balance between the two. There are, however, features of probabilistic linkage that can allow it to perform better than deterministic linkage in terms of both missed links and false links, in certain applications.

Myth: Probabilistic linkage requires manual (clerical) review {#S8}
-------------------------------------------------------------

One commonly stated reason for not conducting probabilistic linkage is a lack of resources for conducting manual review. Manual review is a mechanism often employed to improve probabilistic linkage by subjecting uncertain links to an additional layer of human assessment. Rather than using one threshold to classify pairs as links or non links, two thresholds are chosen. Records with weights above the upper threshold are classified as certain links, records with weights below a lower threshold are classified as certain non-links, and those with weights falling between the two are subjected to manual review ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the amount of manual review depends on how the thresholds are chosen: the closer the thresholds, the smaller the manual review region. If a single threshold is chosen, no records are classified as uncertain, and no manual review is required. It would be technically feasible to incorporate manual review into a deterministic procedure too, and in practice this is often done as a means of assessing the sensitivity (true match rate) and specificity (false match rate) of potential decision rules.

Choice of thresholds is not a straightforward matter, yet is no more problematic than deciding on a set of decision rules in deterministic linkage. Choosing a threshold in probabilistic linkage is equivalent to selecting decisions rules in deterministic linkage; a decision needs to be made about which records we are prepared to accept as matches and which we are willing to discard. The benefit of probabilistic linkage is that it provides a ranking of possible decision rules (based on match weights) that is driven by data and explicit statistical assumptions, to guide how we choose to classify records.

*Truth:* Manual review is an optional component in either probabilistic or deterministic linkage.

Probabilistic linkage allows for disagreement on matching variables \| Deterministic linkage does not {#S9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aside from the one pattern of 'agrees on all matching variables', every other agreement pattern/potential decision rule involves some degree of disagreement. Deterministic linkage approaches often involve setting more than one decision rule and testing them in series until one is satisfied or all are not. Allowance for disagreement in deterministic decision rules can either be implicit, by excluding certain matching variables, or explicit, involving conditions like 'does not disagree on more than one matching variable'. Even when only a single decision rule is used that requires full agreement on a set of matching variables (or a single unique identifier), there are usually other potential matching variables that could have been included but are instead ignored, with implicit allowance for disagreement on these.

*Truth:* Both probabilistic and deterministic linkage can allow for disagreement on matching variables and almost always do, either explicitly or implicitly.

Probabilistic linkage reflects uncertainty in linkage \| Deterministic linkage does not {#S10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A truly probabilistic *analysis* of linked data would indeed account for uncertainty in linkage, and it is theoretically possible for both probabilistic and deterministic linkage to support this ([@R19], [@R20]). In practice, however, linked data are almost uniformly analysed deterministically, regardless of whether the linkage was conducted using probabilistic or deterministic techniques. What we mean by this is that in nearly every analysis, links (and the absence of links) are treated as error-free. Occasionally, analysts will implement sensitivity analyses, in which a different probabilistic threshold or deterministic rule-step is adopted. This goes a small way towards fully reflecting uncertainty in linkage in the analysis. To probabilistically reflect the uncertainty in linkage, multiple imputation procedures can be used ([@R19], [@R21]) but these methods are not yet in common practice. There are still many unanswered questions about how to properly account for linkage uncertainty in an analysis.

*Truth:* There is nearly always uncertainty associated with both probabilistic and deterministic linkage. Techniques available for measuring it or accounting for it analytically are limited but emerging. Both probabilistic match weights and deterministic rule-steps can provide a crude indication of uncertainty in a link.

Hard truths about probabilistic linkage {#S11}
=======================================

In the interest of completeness, it is worth acknowledging the reasonable grounds that do exist for not implementing probabilistic linkage. Probabilistic linkage does require more computational resources, which can be a constraint, particularly when dealing with very large numbers of records (although it is worth pointing out that population-level, routine ongoing linkage involving dozens of administrative databases have been implemented using probabilistic linkage procedures ([@R22])). Probabilistic linkage is also more complicated so requires relevant expertise and can involve more person-time to implement. There are also settings in which the standard assumptions used to estimate match weights may not be appropriate (for example, due to dependence between errors in matching variables), but alternatives are available ([@R13], [@R14]).

Summary {#S12}
=======

Hopefully by now you can appreciate that there really aren't that many *intrinsic* differences between probabilistic and deterministic linkage. Many of the claims made about deterministic linkage relate do not reflect the variety of ways in which it *could* be implemented. Many of the claims made about probabilistic linkage are based on a misinterpretation of match weights as being true likelihoods. As long as the process for linkage is equally well conceived (i.e. that comparable choices relating to agreement on matching variables are reflected in each), both methods can produce successful linkage. However, optimising a deterministic linkage algorithm becomes very difficult when the data are complicated by large numbers of matching variables, low predictive powers or lots of errors. It is this capacity of probabilistic linkage to handle more and poorer quality matching variables, combined with distance measures and frequency-based weights that allow it to perform better in many applications.

None of this is to say that there are not significant differences in how probabilistic and deterministic linkages are implemented in practice; deterministic procedures are generally more simplistic and more susceptible to influence by the design choices made by data linkers (i.e. in choosing which rules to use when there are many matching variables available). Probabilistic linkage is arguably more data driven or empirical, with these choices informed by observations and specified assumptions (although the results of probabilistic linkage do depend on the choice of threshold, which is often a subjective decision). It is also true that deterministic rules as they are usually specified typically favour avoiding false matches over avoiding missed matches, but this is mainly a consequence of the decisions made in specifying those rules, not any intrinsic property of the procedure. Probabilistic linkage is very good at making complex linkage applications more feasible and at improving linkage quality with messy data, but this is because messy data makes selecting and deterministic rules difficult, not because probabilistic linkage *performs* intrinsically better under these conditions.

However, because probabilistic linkage can perform better, reluctance against implementing it generally undermines the quality of the linkage conducted. We propose that the only setting in which deterministic linkage is truly justifiable is when only very small numbers (e.g. \<5) of high quality matching variables are available. Even in these settings, we would argue that a data linker could still be better off with a simple probabilistic procedure (i.e. one without substantial manual review or distance measures) than with a deterministic approach. The main exception to this is when computing resources present a constraint; a combined deterministic and probabilistic approach can help with this, by reducing the number of records to be probabilistically linked. Deterministic linkage can also provide a 'gold standard' for deriving *m*- and *u*-values of matching variables to be used in a subsequent probabilistic stage, if the pairs who match deterministically are representative of the remainder in terms of those variables. An example of this is provided in ([@R16]).

Appreciating that probabilistic and deterministic linkage are fundamentally similar allows us to realise some ways in which the implementation of each can be improved. As hinted at in the final myth, it is possible for both deterministic and probabilistic linkage to support probabilistic *analysis* of the data. Some work has already been done in this area ([@R19]) and we are currently developing methods that we hope will push the boundaries of what can be achieved with analysis of linked data.
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  Summary Box                                                       
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Myth\                                                             Truth
  'Probabilistic linkage...                                         

                                                                    

  ... and deterministic linkage are completely distinct methods.'   Each pattern of agreement over matching variables corresponds to a potential decision rule in deterministic linkage and a match weight in probabilistic linkage. For any match weight threshold that can be set, there is generally an equivalent set of deterministic rules that can be specified.

  ... is based on the probability that record pairs are a match.    It is based on a *score* that, under certain assumptions, *correlates* with the likelihood that record pairs are a match.

  ... is *intrinsically* imperfect or imprecise.'                   The effectiveness of any linkage procedure depends on the quality of the matching variables. Probabilistic and deterministic linkage can be equivalent when the same matching variables are used but it is easier to incorporate poor-quality matching variables in probabilistic linkage.

  ... produces more false matches.'                                 There is always a trade-off between false matches and missed matches. In probabilistic linkage, this trade-off can be tuned in either direction by adjusting the match weight threshold.

  ... requires manual review.'                                      The use and amount of manual review depends entirely on how the thresholds are chosen and the degree of certainty acceptable in results. With a single threshold, no manual review is required.

  ... allows for disagreement on matching variables.'               Deterministic linkage also allows for disagreement on matching variables.

  ... can accommodate partial agreement.'                           Deterministic linkage can also accommodate partial agreement.

  ... reflects uncertainty in linkage.'                             In their usual forms, neither probabilistic nor deterministic linkage account for uncertainty in linkage (this is the task for the analysis, not the linkage). Both probabilistic match weights and deterministic rule steps are crude indicators of uncertainty in a link.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Example distributions of match weights and thresholds\
Curves illustrating the expected distribution of probabilistic match weights for matches (green) and non-matches (red). In practice, only a single distribution is visualised, representing the match weights for all pairwise comparisons. Classification of links (assumed matches) then generally involves the specification of thresholds (blue). A: Poor discrimination between matches and non-matches (high potential for linkage error); B: Good discrimination between matches and non-matches (low potential for linkage error); C: Two thresholds with manual review region (potential errors subject to review); D: Single threshold and no manual review region (linkage errors accepted).](emss-80103-f001){#F1}
